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SPEAKER CABLES 
Listening tests performed by our group listening using only the human instrument, the ear. In our tests there are the impressions 
resulting from extended periods of listening in different sessions, so they are an expression of our own judgment without claims of 
"indisputable truth” 
 

HIDIAMOND - D3   
 
500 Euro (Average price for 3m. cable)  
 

                                                         

 
 

THE GOOD ITALIAN TRADITION 
HiDiamond is an Italian company with a long history of experience in the design and manufacture of audio cables. The Anzio 
manufacturer's catalogue embraces all types of cable; interconnect, speakers cable and powercords. 

The Test 
The cable of this test is within the range of the economic production of speaker cables and has a cost of about € 500 for a pair of 3 
meters. It have a good thickness, about 12 mm, and show a black / silver livery. In spite of the thickness, the flexibility is good as well as 
the standard banana plugs supplied by. 

http://www.audiocavi.com/gb/contact.html


 
For the listening test we connected the HiDiamond3 to a pair of PMC Twenty.24, a couple of Naim Nac202 / Nap200 and for a source a 
Audio Analogue Maestro CD. 
After the usual break of a couple of hours, we spent the first few tracks with the Telarc Label 'Overture 1812, and the HiDiamond 3 
quickly started to impress, with a very good reproduction of the entire audio spectrum. The medium frequency range, in particular there 
appeared very well delivered. The dynamic is strong and the microcontrast allows a good introspection, but never raw so much as X-
ray, without any effort or fatigue. The high frequency range does not show any acidity lack and get right endpoint. In some difficult 
tracks, where the bass notes get incredibly hertz down, the HiDiamond 3 gets along without any smudging, rumble and gumminess. The 
woofers move with speed and are really well restrained when needed. Perhaps it goes down right where we want, but our reference 
cable costs 4 times that. The stage, are well-sized, broad over the physical space of the speakers and well above them. The performers 
are perfectly recognizable in their positions on the stage and the soloist magically appears in front of us, standing out well from the 
speakers with a presence effect very good.  
 
With "Chris Botti in Boston" the voice of the trumpeter is performed by the HiDiamond 3 with accuracy and dynamism. Sometimes you 
feel perfectly the initial breath of the artist who makes the sound in the instrument, a clear sign of skill in restoring detail and affinity 
reproduction. The articulated music background is credible, ranged between all instruments that can be identified for their naturalness 
and detail, ever appearing opaque or confused. The rhythms section are well-structured, dynamic, fast, and never crude. The piano is 
able to be real across the middle and the extreme keyboard notes, with great presence effect. Overall, we have never seen any listening 
fatigue. 
 

Conclusions 
In a price range surrounded by a lot of notorious competitors, the Hidiamond3 gets along really well and shows that you can reach 
optimal performance without spending a fortune and without having necessarily foreign origins. For her musical gifts overall, for its 
excellent representation of the whole acoustic scene and dinamic range, without any effort or fatigue, is certainly a cable to recommend 
to all who are not impressed by the emblazoned name, but go directly to the substance of things. Very good! . 
Fully deserves our 5 Star ***** Audiocavi.com 
More info: HIDiamond 

Back to speaker cables section 

DISCLAIMER 
All texts, and all the tests that appear in Audiocavi.com are copyright. The images of the cables are 
the property of their respective owners and are used for illustration purposes only. The name and 
trademark Audiocavi.com are registered and copyrighted. 

 

http://www.hidiamond.eu/
http://www.audiocavi.com/gb/diffusori.html
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